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Tree Line Continues Growth with Six New
Transactions with Six Sponsors;
Leads Two $100M+ Deals
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Following two consecutive firm records for quarterly deployment in the first half of 2021, Tree Line has
maintained momentum with eight transactions closed since June for four new borrowers and four addons.
"In this market, we are finding that our exclusive focus on the lower middle market is a true advantage",
said Frank Cupido, Partner of Tree Line. "Our ability to understand and underwrite a sub $5M EBITDA
business but support it with capital for add-on acquisitions and other growth initiatives to reach $20M
or more of EBITDA is unique. We're pleased to have closed financings with over 50 private equity
sponsors, with the majority of our dealflow coming from groups with whom we've completed multiple
transactions."
Tree Line's dedication to the lower middle market is highlighted in its second annual Ascend Report,
which provides an in-depth look at expectations for the future deal environment based on direct input
from over 60 sponsors. Tree Line anticipates a highly active remainder of 2021 and looks forward to
leveraging its relationship approach as a go-to lender for lower middle market sponsors seeking reliable
execution.

Recent Transaction Activity

Target Investment Criteria

About Tree Line
Tree Line Capital Partners is a private credit asset management firm focused on direct lending to the
lower middle market. The firm provides first lien term loans, unitranche term loans and equity coinvestments to lower middle market borrowers with between $3M-$30M of EBITDA in North America in
transaction sizes up to $150M. Tree Line currently manages $1.B in investable capital, and has
completed 167 transactions for acquisitions, recapitalizations, refinancings, expansion projects and
other growth capital needs. Tree Line’s team has extensive direct lending experience spanning multiple
economic cycles and has generated significant repeat investment opportunities from the private equity
community through reliable execution coupled with a direct relationship approach. Tree Line is
headquartered in San Francisco with offices in New York, Los Angeles and Austin.

Visit www.treelinecp.com for additional detail.
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